School of Business Faculty Biography
Lucy A. Cort

Full Name: Lucy A. Cort

Suffix (Ph.D. etc.): MSHSA

Title(s): (Professor, Assistant Professor, Adjunct Faculty etc.) Choose an item.

If you answered other, please explain: Assistant Professor

Office Location(s): McKee B&T Building, Room 109

Phone: (256) 726-7074

Fax: (256) 726-7085

Email: lcort@oakwood.edu

Expertise / Activities: it should be a short list

Health Care Administration
Sponsor of the Health Care Administration Club
Member of the American College of Health Care Executives

Grantsmanship

Educational Background (school, degrees etc.):

University of Detroit, Mercy – Master of Science Degree – Health Services Administration

Research Interests:

Long Term Care

Health Disparities

Biosketch: This is typically a brief paragraph(s) about yourself as you’d like to provide.

Lucy Cort is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Business at Oakwood University where she is the sole faculty member in the Health Care Administration concentration.

Lucy Cort is also a Certified Grants Specialist with a proven track record of assisting members of faculty and staff in building award winning proposals for private and public funding.

Driven by her passion to “do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with God”, Lucy takes pride in providing efficient, expert, and compassionate service at all times.
A graduate of the University of Detroit Mercy, In Detroit, Michigan where she majored in Health Services Administration, Lucy currently lives in Huntsville, Alabama with her husband, Malcolm, and their dog, Sasha. When she is not gainfully employed, Lucy can be found reading a good book, gardening, as the weather permits, or being a homemaker.